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ABSTRACT: This paper is about pneumatic lift or elevator for lifting weight 

using compressed air. The pneumatic lift comprise cylinder with piston, ball 

valve, air tank. This unit can therefore be used to lift an item up or down with an 

extremely big mechanical element. In sector, this is very helpful as compressed 

air is used instead of hydraulic or electric power. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
An elevator is some kind of vertical conveyor that carries people or product 

between building floors, boats or other buildings [1]. Even if the pump hydraulic 

fluid is used to elevate a piston like the jack, electric motors operate on tensile 

cables and counter structuring like the hoist generally drive the elevators [2]. In 

1880, Werner von Siemens constructed the first electrical elevator in Germany. 

Anton Freissler, inventor of Von Siemens, created the concepts and constructed an 

Austria-Hungary prosperous business. Frank Sprague added floor control, 

automatic lifts, accelerator control of vehicles and safeguards to increase the safety 

and velocity of electrical elevators considerably. His lift operated more rapidly and 

with higher charges than hydraulic or steam lifts and before Sprague sold his 

business in the business of Otis in 1895 there were 584 electric lifts installed. The 

concept and technology for many elevators in one shaft have also been created by 

Sprague. Some individuals claim that lifts started out as easy seams or chain lifts 

(see traction lifts below). An elevator is basically an interlocking or mechanical 
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way of pulling a platform. A modern lift is a cab (also referred to as the "cage," 

"carriage" or "vehicle") installed on a platform in a closed area known as a shaft or 

a hoist way. In the past, steam-and water-hydraulic pistons or manually operated 

elevator drive systems. In a "traction" lift, vehicles are pulled over a deep grooved 

pulley, frequently referred to as sheep in the sector, with rolling steel cords. 

 

WORKING 

 

The pneumatic lifting project is designed utilizing air pressure to lift any weight 

[3]. Air is stored in a tank at high pressure [4]. A piston-fitting cylinder is linked to 

a cross-section pattern [5]. The air tank connection to the cylinder is linked by two 

tubes linked by ball valves [6]. The air flows off into the cylinder when a valve is 

opened. The piston therefore moves one way [7]. The piston-connected rod pushes 

the cross-section so that the elevator is moved [8]. The air inside the cylinder is 

released when the other ball valve is opened [9]. This is why the lift descends [10]. 

 

RESULT & CONCLUSION 

 

This unit can therefore be used to lift an item up or down with an extremely big 

mechanical element. This paper is about pneumatic lift or elevator for lifting 

weight using compressed air. The pneumatic lift comprise cylinder with piston, 

ball valve, air tank. In sector, this is very helpful as compressed air is used instead 

of hydraulic or electric power. Air pressure is used to elevate any weight of the 

pneumatic elevation project. At elevated pressure, air is stored in a reservoir. A 

piston fitting cylinders are connected to a pattern of cross sections. Two pipes 

connected by ball valves connect the air tank to the cylinder. When a valve is 
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opened, the air flows into the cylinder. So the piston moves in one direction. The 

column-connected rod pushes the cross section to move the lift. When the other 

ball valve is opened, the air inside the cylinder is released. Therefore the elevator 

goes down. 
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